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Red Cross Identification Labels
by Robert T. Kinsley

In order to facilitate response to inquiries from and about prisoners of war, the International
Prisoners of War Agency of the International Red Cross in Geneva was established August 27, 1914 ; it

immediately implemented the use of identifying labels in different colors and sizes. These labels were

similar in both World Wars I and II . The smaller labels came in two parts, with the left part stating

in either French or German to detach the right part and place it on the response to the Red Cross.
The right section usually contained an identifying number assigned to the prisoner, sometimes just a

name, and sometimes both a name and a number . (Continued on page 10)

Fig . 1 . Red Cross supplied pre-addressed envelope sent from the
Baltic port of Kolberg in Poland using both halves (in error) of the
supplied label

Fig . 2 . YMCA supplied envelope from a Polish internee in camp in
Ennetmoos

Fig . 3. Another letter from a Polish internee in camp in Flasch using

	

Fig . 4 . Letter from a Belgian internee in camp in Durrgraben
both halves (in error) of the supplied label
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AHPS Election Results
It's official . The candidates proposed b

the Nominating Committee were elected ; there
were no write-in votes . Our officers and Board
members for (calendar years) 2007 and 2008 are:

President

	

Harlan F. Stone
Vice-President

	

Bruce Marsden
Secretary & Librarian

	

Richard T. Hall
Treasurer

	

Harry C. Winter
Regional Director West

	

Donn Lueck
Regional Director Central Michael Peter
Regional Director East

	

Rudy Keller

We appreciate their willingness to guide

AHPS through another two years.

From the President's
Album

by Harlan F. Stone
Even though this issue of Tell

is dated March 2007, the production
schedule required me to write this
column in late January, long before I
could provide any report on our
Board of Directors meeting during

the February 23-25 AHPS convention
in St. Louis . Faced with a lack of
new society news, I didn't know what
to write about until I suddenly

received information from
Switzerland describing the first
winner of our Sophie Buser Memorial
Youth Award.

Martina Kistler was not

present to receive our plaque at the conclusion
NABA Baden 2007, the Swiss national
exhibition last September . She also won a gold
medal for her three frames of Swiss printed
matter wrapper bands with the edelweiss design
(Zumstein Nos. 51-54) . Her following
paraphrased responses to "interview" questions
and the accompanying photo come from Bruno
Mathis, the youth jury president, via Ruedi
Brand, a jury member.

"I started to collect stamps in 1999 . I got
my inspiration from my father who has collected
a long time . To try to do the same, I participate t
in the youth group of the Winterthur Philatelic

Society, where I got the fever . I collect mainly
wrapper bands for newspapers. I found a lot of
them in my father's collection.

"I am 17. My hair color is basically brown
but very often changes to blond since my

occupation is hairdresser . My hobbies include
soccer, music and fun times with friends and
colleagues ."

And of course a gold exhibit of wrapper
bands deserving our special prize.

AHPS Auction Manager
Report
January 26, 2007

2006 was a growth year for the AHPS
auctions . Sales increased 17 per cent, while
net commissions were up 22 per cent . Most
encouraging, the average number of bidders

was 22, compared to 13 the
previous year. However, the
average number of sellers was
only five, down from seven the
year before. The message is
clear. If you have good material
to submit, there is an active
bidder community out there
waiting for it!

The three sales of 2006
returned $965 to the AHPS
treasury. Results of these sales
are summarized in the table
below.

AHPS Auction Summary 2006

Respectfully submitted,

Gordon T. Trotter
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The So-called Secret Mark, the Phenolphthalein
Imprint 1910/35 (Part VI - Last Part)

by Axel Herms

(This article was published in Berner Briefmarken Zeitung October 2002, translated by Ernest L
Bergman and published here with the gracious permission of the BBZ)

The stamps of the transition period 1910-11
As was the case with A- and B-paper (horizontal/upright watermark) in the year 1908, there

also exists a transition phase with B-paper in the period 1910-11 (without/with Phenolphthalein) dur-
ing which stamps having the same design were printed on different kinds of B-paper . The following

issues were affected : postage stamps Z. 120-125, postage due Z. P29-35 and P38-41, franchise stamps

Z. PP2 and 4-5 . Furthermore, a few values of the Z . 108-116 could also be included . Up until now,

however, only two stamps have been found which exist in all three B-paper varieties (without P, P-
Cross I, P-Cross II) : the postage stamp Z. 123 II and postage due stamp Z P30 . Moreover, this could
also be the case for Z . 120/22, 123 II and 125 II . If so, these would then exist in four varieties, because

they were also printed earlier on A-paper [in the meantime this has been shown to be the case for Z
121] . Theoretically there is the possibility that two additional issues Z . 132 and 147, which the post

office was trying to use up, exist in several varieties ; they would, however, be rarities similar to Z . 148

III and 150 C.

Chalky paper exists only without the Phenolphthalein imprint
The phenolphthalein imprint was presumably the last step in the production process with

moist paper. When the paper was coated with chalk, the imprint would have been covered, and no
longer traceable. Therefore one can assume that for this reason the P-imprint was discontinued.

The occurrence of the Phenolphthalein imprint
The following rules can be established about the phenolphthalein imprint:

• Stamps with B-paper of the printing period 1908 to September 1910 have no P-imprint

• B-paper from November 1910, buff paper (1914-1933) and grilled gum, buff paper (1933-1935)

from the paper factory an der Sihl was delivered exclusively with the P-imprint.

• Only stamps of the printing period 1908-11 can exist both with and without the P-imprint
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• All stamps with Ax-paper and Watermark I or II (e .g. the moun-
tain scenery stamps and UPU 1924) and all stamps with grilled
gum have no P-imprint.

Therefore, all issues from October 1910 printed on B-paper as
well as on buff or bluish tinted paper have the secret mark. This is
also true for airmail, Pro Juventute, postage due, and franchise
stamps. In addition, the P-imprint can be found on the seven values of
the Tell stamps on grilled gum, watermarked buff paper . Even though
these seven values were replaced in July 1934 with the typographed
Landscape series, the last known paper delivery with the secret mark

(buff z-paper) was dated June 28, 1935.

The Phenolphthalein proof, or how to
make the Secret Mark visible.
Since the phenolphthalein is located underneath the print-
ing, it can generally be seen only in unprinted areas, and on
many stamp designs only the small border margin is

unprinted (on Z. 163-66 the whole area is imprinted), Hence on
individual stamps proof of the phenolphthalein imprint is
only rarely successful . However, if one inspects larger units
or unprinted sheet margins, the proof can be positive if the
following restriction is considered.

To identify phenolphthalein, a substance with a pH
value of 8.2 or higher is needed, for example, concentrated

liquid ammonia, which is an aggressive, strong-smelling
substance . In order to experiment, take a glass bowl with a
polished, tightly closing glass cover . Add a little concen-
trated liquid ammonia to the bowl and any kind of small
item such as an eraser on which the stamp can be laid with-
out touching the liquid . With the cover closed, observe the
printed side of the stamp . If it has a heavy P-imprint, the
liquid ammonia gas will make it weakly to strongly visible
within two minutes. Careful and repeated tests on the same

stamp will not always give the correct results because some-
times no reaction can be observed even though a P-imprint
exists . The ammonia test can therefore only serve as a posi-

Pattern to establish the location
of the watermark
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tive test. The absence of a reaction does not indi-

cate that the secret mark is not present. If one
tests stamps in this manner, the stamps should be
exposed for only a short time to the gas, because
longer exposures can change the printed color.

Clear-cut positive or negative results can be

achieved with the liquid test . Here, the stamp pa-
per is brushed or even dipped into somewhat di-
luted liquid ammonia. There will either be a
reaction within seconds or the paper will remain

unchanged. Afterwards, however, the stamp is ru-
ined. Therefore, the liquid test should be used only
on sheet margins or useless, defective stamps.

In order to be absolutely sure that a nega-
tive result proves the absence of phenolphthalein,
many of the same kind of stamps — larger units or
large sheet edges — must be tested, because weak
imprints are often not consistent on all locations in

a sheet. Moreover, there are P-imprints that are
immediately dissolved by the ammonia when tested
by liquid. In these cases, one can only observe a reddish tinge in the liquid for a few seconds.

Why is the Phenolphthalein test only
possible on stamp paper with gum

Experiments have shown that after washing
a stamp with water for a significant time, the phe-
nolphthalein is completely dissolved. With cancelled
stamps at best a positive proof can be achieved ; a

negative reaction cannot prove the absence of a P-
imprint.

What significance does the Phenol-
phthalein imprint have for the stamp
collector?

Except for the specialized collector, the secret
mark has little importance for the philatelist.

Stamps which exist both with and without
phenolphthalein may show visible differences only by the
color tint (for instance Z. 123 III and K4) . Color

variations are not uncommon for these issues and
they can be collected without establishing a P-

imprint . Moreover, for proving the presence of Phe-
nolphthalein one needs a substance with a pH value

of 8.2 or higher, and these are substances that will

destroy stamps within a short time . Furthermore,

we cannot use a UV test to distinguish the three dif-
ferent B-paper varieties because there is no visible

fluorescence . If there were a simple method similar

to UV testing to prove the presence of phenolphthalein-
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ein, all affected issues of the transition period 1910-11 would already have been listed in the catalog,
as is done with the mail transportation series of 1986-89.

The solution of the puzzle of the history of the paper has revealed some interesting facts that

were unknown until now. This includes the knowledge that a secret mark exists, but at least as long

as there is no practicable test available, the color tint collectors have the best methods for distinguish-

ing the different issues for the 1910-11 period.

.Additions to the Article
"The So-called Secret Mark"

by Axel Herms

(This article was published in Berner Briefmarken Zeitung 10/2002, translated by Ernest L Bergman,
and published here with the gracious permission of the BBZ)

Due to technical causes some illustrations of
the secret mark in the BBZ # 09/2002 were
somewhat unclear. In order to get a better in-

sight into the secret mark we show here (in
color in the BBZ):

The 19th stamp with watermark
I or II

In addition to the 18 postage stamps
mentioned in the BBZ # 03/2002, there exists

also a postage due stamp with both watermark
positions. The Zumstein Specialized Catalog of
1992 drew attention to these, and in the Spe-
cialized Catalog of 2000 they were assigned Z.

23 Ca and 23 Cb.

Besides the watermark position and
gum, Z . 23D (23Cb) is also clearly distin-
guished by the appearance of the teeth of the

perforations — notably teeth with irregular
holes and blunt ends.

March 2007

tal watermark is July 11, 1908. This is a book-

let stamp . For the Z 103B of the regular issue
sheets, the earliest known first day of use is

August 26, 1908.

Please report any new earliest usages to

Zumstein & Cie.

Translator's Note

This completes the translation of the 7
installments of the very informative article by

Axel Helms. Even though being a lifelong col-
lector of Swiss stamps, biologist, native in the
German language and living for 60 years in the

U .S ., it was a challenge, especially as it con-
cerned the inclusion of many specialties of

Swiss stamps.

Much credit is due to the Editor of
TELL, George Struble, who not only copied the
illustrations and arranged the fine layout of
the article, but was also extremely helpful in

giving sometimes the needed correct connota-
tion . It shows again that writer and editor can
and must work hand in hand to achieve the ex-

pected results . On the translator's part — many
thanks, George, for your great help in this en-

deavor — Ernest L Bergman

[Many thanks to Ernie for undertaking this dif-
ficult translation, and to Dick Hall for his in-
valuable help in finding the right terminology
in many instances! — Ed]

This issue of TELL is later getting to you than

I like . My apologies . I was hiking in New

Zealand, which delayed the mailing. — Ed.
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Trick Question - Postage Due Charged in Error?
by Bruce Marsden

My first impression on seeing this
item was to question the addition of the 3
cent electrical transmission lines definitive

from the 1949 Technik & Landschaft (Civil
Engineering and Landscape) issue to the 10
cent postal card commemorating the 100th

anniversary of the federalization of the post

office . I couldn't fathom what 13 cent rate
was being paid and I was curious about the
10 cent postage due.

Then I noticed the two small blue

crayon circles near the 10 cent indicia
indicating invalid postage and the legend
printed below it indicating the card's

limited period of validity from May 16 to
December 31, 1949 . The invalid postal indicia probably triggered the assessment of 10 cents postage

due in Zurich (rounding up from the 7 cents short payment of the 10 cent domestic postcard rate).

Turning the card over, I noticed it was blank . And that triggered the explanation of the 3 cent

stamp . From July 1, 1925 until November 1, 1967 he bilk rate for 50 or more items of printed matter

was 3 cents . This is the intended rate for which the 3 cent T&L stamp was issued. It is impossible to

prove that this card was one of 50 or more mailed together but one would like to hope that the mobile
post office staff knew what they were doing when they accepted the original item (a mobile post office
cancel on an Austrian postal card in my collection belies this optimistic assumption .) So, by placing

the 3 cent stamp on this otherwise invalid postal card, I surmise the sender was correctly paying the

bulk printed matter rate.

I further imagine that the Zürich post office was inspired to assess postage due upon the

recognition of the invalid indicia . The evidence suggests that this assessment was incorrect and

unnecessary. I'm happily left with a four-way collectible item,

1. a late use of the invalidated postal stationery

2. an unusual correct single franking of the 3 cent T&L issue

3. the mobile post office cancellation marking the 100 th anniversary of Swiss

Telecommunications

4. erroneous postage due assessed

A home run! A special thank you to Steve Turchik for contributing this to my 1949 Technik &

Landschaft collection.
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Red Cross Identification Labels
by Robert T. Kinsley

(Continued from page 1) If TELL came in color, you

would see that labels in green directed the
correspondence to the French section, and in World
War I contained the letters ESFF : Enquete Speciale,
Fichier Francais (Special inquiry, French File) (see
Fig. 1); the addition of "B" to FF signified a Belgian
prisoner. Labels in reddish violet contained FA:
Fichier Allemand (German File), occasionally

crossed out and replaced with BM for a Bulgarian
prisoner. World War II saw the introduction of
bright red for Polish prisoners (see Fig. 2), plus the
addition of IMCH (Internee Militaire Confederation

Helvetia) (see Fig. 3) or simply I.M.H. (see Fig. 4),

and other colors for other nationalities . There were
other code letters on the right side of the label, such
as EFCC, Enquete Francais, Civil Correspondence

(see Fig. 5) and EFZ and CMXT (see Fig. 6) which

remain a mystery, and CMA (see Fig . 7) which the Red Cross identified as meaning Civil Message
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During both wars the Red Cross also

provided larger address labels, usually including
a file identification number, in both green and
red-violet colors and in two varieties, with and
without "Palais Electoral" (see Figs . 8, 9, and 10).

Like the smaller labels, these were used by both
civilians and prisoners .

Alsace in an email of 16 March 2000. I cannot
vouch for this interpretation since in an earlier
response Red Cross archives identified the H in

IMCH as "Hospitalized" . Since mine was not a

"humanitarian" inquiry, they advised that there
was a charge of 80 Swiss francs per hour to search
for such solutions.

Profile of a Collector:
Michael Rutherfoord

In 1924 I was born in Johannesburg,
South Africa, and about 6 years later started to
take a slight interest in postage stamps, as my
father, a bank employee, started to bring home

big envelopes with Seahorses and other strange
stamps stuck on . These covers came not only
from Great Britain, but also

from Japan with pretty flowers
on them, I seem to remember. I
did manage to wash them off,

damaged or not . From other

sources a few more were added
in time. True to my Scottish
upbringing I never threw any

away. A few years later I

swapped my no doubt grubby
album for a few sets of so-called
cigarette cards showing soccer
and rugby players and also race horses . In

competition with others I could recognise any
player or horse by only a foot or a hoof shown
for only a split second . This helped me later in
electrical engineering and of course in stamp

and cancel collecting, as you can imagine.

Only when I came to Luzern,
Switzerland, in 1947 did I pick up tweezers

again, and to satisfy a friend back home I
bought cheap packets of say 50 Swiss stamps

"all different" for him to mix with even cheaper
ones to make up smaller packets for local 5 &

10 cent stores. After having bought about 10

packets over a few months, the dealer gave me
a packet free . I was hooked. Together with

fresh stamps from local covers, and with the
help of a small catalogue in French and

German, I could sort out and put a reasonable
collection together as well as
learning some basic French and
German words.

After some years in

England and South Africa I
returned to Switzerland and
picked up collecting again . In
1953 I visited the big Thematic

(Topical) Stamp Exhibition in
Bern, and was hooked again,
this time onto a thematic
collection "Electricity . " I joined

a club, the Swiss Thematic Club, and very soon
realised the importance of suitable postmarks.
To get hold of machine slogans I then joined
the Swiss Postmark Society . The firm I was
working for had customers all over Switzerland

and so I had access to any number of covers
with up-to-date slogans . This helped me to

learn a lot quickly, so that I was soon promoted
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onto the Committee, where I did duty for over 30
years, mainly on new catalogues, updates and
information generally . From then onwards I
never had time to continue with my Swiss stamp
collection, nor with my "Electricity " .

However at the beginning of the 1970s I
got into contact with Edith Rawnsley of the HPS
in England and with Felix Ganz of the AHPS,
and with this new outlook on the international
scene, life changed again, I joined first the one
then the other . Edith accepted my suggestion of
writing a monthly column "Did You Know?"
starting in June 1972, and I have never missed
an issue since. This keeps me active, and it gives
me pleasure to collect information and to pass it
on. Also a number of articles in English and
German have appeared in various publications,
many with an historical approach, especially
since I joined the Swiss Postal Stationery Club
and the Swiss Postal History Club.

In the 1980s I learnt to appreciate th

PTT Philatelic Archive in Bern and other
archives. This gave me some theoretical
background to Post Office letter and parcel
operations, including rates and routes . Charles
LaBlonde had many good questions, and we
travelled about a lot in Switzerland looking into
all sorts of queer places, and found amongst
other interesting details the final secret of the
Razor Blade Mystery in the PTT Archives . This
was the result of tieing together the remarkable
work previously done in Holland, Switzerland,
USA, UK and Norway; a truly international
effort .

Various forms of machine-readable labels
were beginning to replace postage stamps . One,
the Framas, ATM stamps from vending
machines, I called "Do It Yourself " stamps in
some articles, and so helped to get them
accepted by many collectors . Since then I have
tried to keep up with the multitude of such
substitutes . Rather this form of Modern
Philately than the flood of unnecessary pretty
stickers from the various state-run factories –
and the private ones are a lot worse . However l
cannot resist a well-printed set of stamps with
an historical theme.

I tried to follow Postal Automation
(electronic letter coding and sorting) in the
1990s for several countries, joined German and
British Clubs, and visited most of the
installations in Switzerland . This gave me a

July 2006

deeper insight into postal operations and
methods, and to experience how the real world
handled our treasured covers under the motto of
"Get it all out tonight!".

Since 1998, when the new semi-
privatised Swiss Post took over from the old
PTT, it has become much harder to get
information on new developments which could
affect philately . This is now handled on a "Need

. to know" basis, which is difficult for a philatelist
to prove at the information counter – if you can
find one . New staff are no longer trained to
handle philatelists.

At the NABA St .Gallen in 2000 I was
amazed to learn that I was to be presented by
the Consilium Philateliae Helvetica with their
Gold Medal, for publicised research and for
helping to get the "secret" 6 volumes of the
Güller Postmark Record Books printed and
made available to all serious collectors . Douglas
Muir, an archivist in London with archaelogical
interests like mine, has let me experience the
fun it is to follow a line of research across
borders, in fact across the world, but being very
careful of the accuracy of every step.
Archaeology is the best training for a philatelist;
dig deep, check every detail and don't believe
hearsay. Keep asking "What has changed"? and
"Why"?

Although I have displayed at a number of
non-competitive exhibitions I have to confess
that I am too lazy to put a real philatelic exhibit
together . I like having the original cover or
document, but I am quite happy with a
photocopy. "Heretic, off with his head!"
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Matterhorn Meanderings
by Richard T. Hall

Member Jean-Paul Jaccard has provided us with an answer to my question about Grossiste
cards in my last column. He states that the Grossiste system was introduced during the Second World
War as a sales tax paid by the end user of an item The tax was called "Wust" (Warenumsatzsteuer)
in German and ICHA (impôt sur le chiffre d'affaire) in French. In his example, a retailer sells a dress
to a lady and charges her the price plus the sales tax . The retailer then periodically reported the
amount of tax he had collected to the central office in Bern . Every quarter the retailer had to submit
his receipt register for inspection . Every couple of years someone from Bern came to inspect the books
and the retailer's stock of Grossiste cards. If the retailer had failed to report a sale on his Grossiste
card, the official would then collect the tax from him . The system lasted until 15 years or so ago when

the Value Added Tax was instituted, which taxes every stage from raw materials to end product.
Thanks Jean-Paul for helping us with this question.

Member Zig Udris asked an interesting question about an airmail cover he saw in a dealer's
catalog. The cover is dated October 17, 1925, and was sent registered airmail from Luzern to San
Francisco, California . The cover is franked with the Fr 1 Icarus airmail stamp (Zumstein 12) and
cancelled in Luzern . Interestingly, the cover also has three US airmail stamps (Scott C4-6)
denominated 8¢, 16¢, and 24¢ and cancelled in New York . Zig wants to know about the mixed
franking. According to Roland Kohl's book on airmail rates, the routing from New York was via
Chicago, Cheyenne, San Francisco . The rate was 50 rappen per 20 grams to Chicago and Fr1 .20 to

San Francisco. According to Scott's US Specialized Catalogue, the domestic airmail rate was 8¢ per
ounce per leg. Since New York to San Francisco was three legs, the postage would have been 24¢.
The cover raises several questions: who put the US stamps on the envelope? why didn't the sender

affix sufficient Swiss stamps? and, for all you rate gurus, how do you explain the postage? Any
assistance any of you can provide will be greatly appreciated both by me and by Zig.

Our web site generates a lot of questions from all over the world . Here's one maybe someone
can help with. A collector in Norway wants to know if there are any web pages which explain the
differences between the Bern and Munich
printings of the Strubels. Any help?

The Arbeits-Gemeinschaft Abarten has
been busy discovering and illustrating varieties

on modern Swiss issues . I last reported on some
of their findings in my May 2006 column. Here
are seven more . As before, the Abartensucher
coordinates of the varieties are given in brackets.

Because of our editor's travel plans, the
deadline for my column this month is before the
February PhilaNews is published . Because this
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is where I get my listings of post office changes, I can only report on those given in the January issue,

which is rather short.

1. On December 29, 2006, the following post offices were closed:

3725 Achseten (canton Bern) [assumed by 3714 Frutigen] [K-cancel K901a was last used on this

date.]
8773 Haslen (canton Glarus) [assumed by 8762 Schwanden]

2. On January 27, 2007, the following post offices were closed:

6678 Giumaglio (canton Ticino) [assumed by 6673 Maggia]
6677 Moghegno-Aurigeno (canton Ticino) [assumed by 6673 Maggia]

AHPS Auction 137 Prices realized
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AHPS Auction 138
Airmail material is the centerpiece of this sale . There is also a nice selection of stamps running

the gamut from Strubels to telegraphs. Remember: bid early, high and often – and have fun!

The first catalog number in the description is generally Zumstein, followed by Scott (Sc) as
appropriate . Values are from the 2006 Zumstein unless otherwise noted . The airmail covers are
cataloged and priced by the Luftpost Handbuch ; prices are from the 2000 edition . Catalog value is
converted to dollars at the rate SFr . 1 = US$ 0.80. All lots are illustrated on the internet via the
AHPS web site www.swiss-stamps.org.

Closing date for bids in this auction is March 26, 2007 . Please send bids to auction manager
Gordon Trotter by one of the following means : E-mail : auction@swiss-stamps .org, Mail : 10626 Fable
Row, Columbia, MD 21044 . E-mail bids are preferred and will be acknowledged . The deadline for
submitting lots for auction 139 is May 15, 2007.
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The excellent book review in the January TELL of Chuck LaBlonde's book on the suspension of
US mail to Switzerland 1942-45 was written by Alan Warren . Apologies to Alan and our
members for omitting his name, and thanks to Alan for the review!
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American Helvetia Philatelic Society
Treasurer's Report for 2006

December 1, 2005 - November 30, 2006

Presented herewith is my accounting for the 2006 fiscal year, compared with 2005 . Note that we show a
considerably more favorable cash flow this year. Remember that this is strictly a cash flow accounting, so that
extant non-liquid assets, such as outstanding publication loans, are included only as a normal expense or

income. This year, we made a publication loan of only $500 to Chuck LaBlonde (+ $300 grant) whereas the

$1,000 from last year was repaid . Clearly, our society can afford to continue supporting publication of valuable

monographs on Swiss philately.
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